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Abstract 
A study of an off-grid photovoltaic system for the electrification of a stand-alone single residential 

house in a rural area located in the city of Málaga, Spain, is presented. The load of an average family 

house is analysed keeping in mind the available solar energy at this location. A preliminary sizing of 

the system is carried out considering predefined values for the efficiency of the different 

technologies employed in the system: photovoltaic (PV) array, batteries as energy storages, inverters 

to convert the energy obtained from the sun, and diesel gensets to ensure supply under any 

circumstances. Later, precise brands of the available technologies in the market are selected, and the 

system is re-sized using the new parameters. The life cycle cost of the mini-grid (MG) system shows 

that the amortization of the system in 20 years for a stand-alone house is not possible. Although it is 

not confirmed that 20 years will be sufficient to make the system profitable, other aspects are 

considered and discussed in terms of their feasibility in Málaga.  
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1. Introduction 
Highly centralized and fossil fuel-based systems have been the main form of energy production and 

consumption over the past decades in most OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development) countries. Despite the fact that centralized systems are likely to remain important in 

the future, a partial shift towards more distributed configurations that make use of low carbon 

alternatives is occurring. This shift towards a decentralized and more sustainable energy future is 

related to what is often called the ‘energy transition’ (Jefferson, 2008). 

In addition to carbon emission commitments, political, economic and operating dependences among 

countries become involved when energy needs exceed national production levels. This puts countries 

under pressure to make improvements in the use of energy across all sectors (Gaspar, 2011).  

According to the European Commission (2011) smart grids have been forwarded as the ‘backbone of 

the future decarbonized power system’. With the arrival of smart grids and smart meters, a 

sustainable energy transition is ongoing in the European Union (EU) and elsewhere; understanding 

smart grids as “socio-technical networks characterized by the active management of both information 

and energy flows, in order to control practices of distributed generation, storage, consumption and 

flexible demand” (Wolsink, 2012). Within the field of smart grids, smart meters play a fundamental 

role and usually figure as one of its key components. These electronic devices enable the detailed 

monitoring of energy consumption (and production) within households, as well as the two-way 

exchange of energy and information flows between households and energy providers (European 

Commission, 2011) (Darby, 2010). Despite the benefits that this two-way exchange of information 

may have, the introduction of smart meters in people’s homes has raised critical questions regarding 

consumer privacy, increasing control of energy companies over their customers, and potentially 

dangerous electromagnetic radiation (Beyea, 2010) (Cavoukian, 2010) (Hess, 2013). Consequently, 

the role of households is crucial in smart grids, since energy practices are constantly changing in and 

around the household (Naus, 2014).  

For almost a century now, the construction of national high voltage lines and regional distribution 

grids have been the focus of governments in Europe and the United States (Naus, 2014). Households 

became connected to these government-controlled networks, assuming the role of passive end-users 

or captive consumers (Spaargaren, 2003). Subsequently, demand side management (DSM) strategies 

were developed from the late 1980s in order to “avoid environmentally and economically expensive 

supply investment by managing both the load and timing of demand placed on networks through the 

implementation of energy (…) efficiency measures” (Marvin, 1999). In other words, DSM strategies 

seek to balance energy supply and demand, instead of maximizing supply capacity. Conversely to 

these conventional developments, local off-grid energy systems have been initiated in several 

countries as an alternative to centralized utilities provisioning (Seyfang, 2013). Although the gap 

between mainstream strategies and off-grid alternatives has traditionally been large, it has been 

narrowed down in recent years. Accordingly, the role of domestic energy consumers and energy 

providers has evolved as a result of the combined introduction of DSM strategies together with 

energy liberalization policies. As an example of this situation, renewable energy cooperatives are 

emerging from some households that have strategically united their goals and responsibilities 

(Marvin & Medd, 2004) (Spaargaren, 2008).  
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In this context, smart grids develop as a set of interconnected, largely self-governing microgrids in 

which households become increasingly self-sufficient and self-regulating (Loorbach, 2012) (Stephens, 

2013) (Wolsink, 2012).  

The use of carbon-intensive mains electricity can also be avoided by employing on-site 

microgeneration systems which produce low carbon electricity at the dwelling itself. As a result, 

some governmental low carbon programs, such as the UK’s Low Carbon Building Programme (2007),  

provide grants to install microgeneration systems such as photovoltaic or solar panels (PV), micro-

wind turbines and combined heat and power units (Firth, 2007). 

The household can be understood “as a set of different -yet independent- sub-systems that 

accomplish specific domestic tasks” (Gregson, 2007) (Shove, 2003) such as doing the laundry, 

showering, cooking and eating, or communicating. These sub-systems can be regarded as a series of 

routine social practices which are performed by individuals who communicate and use technological 

objects, machines, energy and information flows while remaining connected to wider technological 

infrastructures delivering energy, water, data, etc. (Cowan, 1983) (Otnes, 1988). To put it briefly, 

households are pictured as hybrids of objects and people involved in the completion of a series of 

routines with energy as the key resource (Naus, 2014). 

Figure 1 below, shows a typical household with people performing common house tasks related to 

energy, and connected to the main grid supply. 

Thus far, only few studies have been driven with focus on the role of households in smart grids and 

on the impacts of distributed energy generation on the everyday life of residents (Christensen, 2013) 

(Strengers, 2012) (Verbong, 2013) (Wallenborg, 2011). 

Over the last 20 years increasing research efforts have focused on the distributed generation (DG) 

and its economic benefits (Lovins, 2002) (Clark, 2004) (Ackermann, 2001) (Pepermans, 2005). 

Relatively small power generation units are arranged close to the user load sites, which becomes one 

of the main advantages of DG due to its dispersion in locations and the flexibility in power supply 

Figure 1: Home energy practices.  
http://www.museevirtuel.ca/ 
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(Kanchev, 2011) (Molderink, 2010). Nevertheless, micro- and mini-grids (MG)1, are in the 

experimental research stage (Barnes, 2007) (Hatziargyriou, 2007) for there are still several obstacles 

in terms of technology, control and management that need to be overcome before MG can be widely 

applied. 

All the same, in the next decade, power demand is expected to rise by 19% and the current 

infrastructure has the capability to increase its productivity by only 6% (Gudi, 2012). In Europe, 

electricity consumption has increased significantly over the past years, accounting in 2009 for around 

21% of final energy demand (European Commission, 2009). Therefore, not only rural and isolated 

areas can benefit from hybrid mini-grids systems, but other locations already connected to the main 

grid will also be able to get their power needs supplied from this system. This is feasible because 

MGs can work both in interconnection mode with the main grid and isolated in islanding mode 

(Kamel, 2010).  

Microgeneration models consist of various sources of energy such as wind turbines, PV panels, and 

fuel cells (Watson, 2004). Multiple designs of Hybrid Renewable Energy Sources (HRES) result from 

the combination of the aforementioned energy sources following different patterns (Desmukh, 

2008). For instance, (Gudi, 2012) shows a generic diagram of HRES systems architecture as shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

1.1 Background 

Nowadays, energy systems often include Renewables Energy Systems (RES). RES play an important 

role from technical, economic, social and environmental point of view. The high cost of the fuel used 

in systems based totally on diesel generators (gensets) has led to the development of hybrid energy 

systems. Hybrid energy systems are the combination of two or more energy sources, from 

Renewable Energy Technologies (RETs) and from conventional technologies, with an energy storage 

and power conditioning system. The use of RES would reduce the fuel consumption as well as the 

polluted emission of a 100% diesel plant. The initial investment will be higher in a hybrid energy 

system, but the use of fuel and consequently its cost will be reduced.   

Combining both technologies makes it possible to offset some of these limitations and provides 

competitive advantages compared with using a single technology. The combination of RES with a 

                                                           
1
 The terms micro- and mini-grid are largely interchangeable. The term MG will be used for both. 

Control 
System 

Distribute 
Renewable 
Sources 

PV panel 

Wind 

Turbine 
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Storage 

Load 

Utility Grid 

Figure 2: Architecture of hybrid renewable energy systems 
(Gudi, 2012) 
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genset has proven to be the lowest-cost solution for rural communities (Rolland, 2011) as the 

benefits and advantages of each technology complement each other. The diesel genset is used as a 

backup to assist in periods of high loads or low renewable power availability. Also, the presence of 

gensets in hybrid systems lets the batteries have smaller sizes and suffer less stress.  

The present work focuses on mini-grids application to family houses in rural areas. Thus, the role of 

households in terms of energy demand will be at the spotlight during the development of this study. 

In this sense, residential energy use is important both for its present size and potential growth, and 

for the fact that it impacts directly on individuals in their daily lives (Kelly, 2012). Therefore, 

addressing appliance energy consumption is important both because of its present consumption and 

emissions, and also for its likely growth. In addition, household energy consumption represents a 

significant portion of total energy consumption in developed countries as can be seen in Table 1.  

Table 1: Residential electricity consumption and income (Kelly, 2012) 

 Australia Canada NZ UK US EU27 World 

Residential use as % 
total 

23 26 28 29 31 24 27 

Residential as % of 
industry 

61 85 87 104 151 71 66 

Residential use  
 MW h/ capita/yr 

2.77 4.84 2.98 1.93 4.54 1.64 2.48 

GDP/cap ($) (2009) 39.900 38100 27300 34200 46200 31900 11100 

  

Household power consumption in Europe accounts for a 25% of total energy needs, including 68% of 

total building energy use (BIPE, 2011). A high percentage of in-home energy consumption is 

associated with the use of major household appliances. As an example of this, Bertold (2007) shows 

that in the European Union (EU15 and EU27) major household appliances accounted for 30% of total 

domestic energy use.  

According to the UK Department of Energy and Climate Change, in 2009, around 61.7% of domestic 

energy use was from space heating, 17.6% from water heating, 18% from lightening and appliances, 

and 2.7% from cooking appliances. In addition, the increased consumption from costumer electronics 

and information and communication technologies (ICT) accounted in 2009 for over a quarter 

domestic electricity consumption, around 21 TWh2 by consumer electronics and further 6.5 TWh by 

ICT equipment in the UK (Coleman, 2012).  

Many utility companies are currently adopting DSM strategies in order to encourage their customers 

to use efficient power use (Herter, 2007) (Triki, 2009). In addition, the advancements in RES 

technologies, the introduction of renewable energy sources and the development of more efficient 

batteries have raised renewed interest in electricity storage (Adika, 2013). 

Since these isolated systems are currently located under the spotlight and due to the growing 

interest in these systems, the aim of this final degree project is to study the efficiency and 

appropriateness of applying a MG system to a single household. The purpose of this, it is to be able 

                                                           
2
 1TWh (terawatt-hour) = 1x 10

9 
kWh 
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to give the minimum number of houses required to make a mini-grid system efficient and so, be 

amortized in its first 20 years. For this, the currently available technologies in the market must be 

studied in order to grasp the concept of mini-grids for rural areas and small islands so that an energy 

analysis of a regular home in a rural emplacement supplied with such off-grid systems can be 

performed. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

About 1.3 billion people worldwide have no access to electricity (Yadoo, 2012). Around 20 % of the 

total population, most of them located in rural or isolated areas have little or no access to main grid. 

A good development of MG systems, apart from offering reliable electricity, could also improve the 

economy of these areas. On the other hand, climate change implies finding new ways to obtain 

energy and protect the environment, renewable energy systems are escalating fast, and can lead to 

fight CO2 emissions in a high percentage. 

Three important fields to consider in this study will be technical, economic and social aspects, which 

have to be taken into account when choosing a MG system implementation. Regarding the 

technological dimension, significant advances can be observed with these kinds of technologies. 

Secondly, there is a need for an affordable operation and durable system installation. Third, with 

respect to the social dimension, a lack of communication exists between foreign companies that 

install the components taking part in mini-grid systems, and the locals that live in rural or isolated 

areas and own the land.  

In addition, there are some constraints when evaluating the success of the whole system installation 

and its performance.  For instance, referring to PV and wind turbines, it is known that they do not 

always work at their maximum production level, since it will always depend on the daily sun radiation 

and wind speed. This situation could lead, in some cases, to an overuse of the diesel generator 

implying greater economic expenses and higher emissions. Moreover, another disadvantage related 

to the installation process is the difficulties that can be found in reaching isolated areas due to the 

existence of poor access, for example, for transportation.  

In summary, the current study is relevant principally to provide these communities and areas with 

reliable electrification; consequently, implying an improvement in their lifestyle and economy. 

Therefore, this document tries to explore the crucially important position of households in MG 

systems in order to achieve a better understanding and a more encompassing policy debate  while 

taking into account the proper and most efficient use of natural resources.  

1.3 Overview  

The aim of this study is to give an insight of MG systems applied to a single household, and to offer 

the minimum number of houses that make a mini-grid system efficient and amortizable in a 20-

years3 lifetime. For this, a thorough review of off-grid systems and technologies has to be previously 

developed in order to understand the concept of hybrid MG systems. In the approach study, both 

general and specific methodologies are presented. The related research is developed in section 3, 

where RES, batteries and gensets are explained in detail. 

                                                           
3
 As will be seen in section 4, 20 years is the expected life of PV modules. 
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A study on energy demands of a standard house in a specific required location is described in section 

4.1. Also, significant facts and data on household power consumption are given along this section. 

Then, in section 4.2 the implementation of the preliminary MG system design is explained, as well as 

all pararmeters related to its analysis and calculation.  

The study demonstrates how all devices within a modern house can make the most out of this MG 

system power generator. A number of key results are presented in section 5 and several 

recommendations are made with view to develop the optimum MG system for such cases. 

2 Approach   

2.1 General 

After examining the different existing technologies currently in the market and studying them in 

detail, reference was made to their essential characteristics. Aspects such as their subcomponents, 

their operation, their efficiency and lifespan, and some indicative prices in the market were 

considered. Finally, some conclusions were drawn in order to match the suitability of each 

technology to the different requirements and conditions presented. 

Secondly, hybrid MG systems, which are composed of three main sources: gensets, renewable 

energy and storage devices , were thoroughly studied. The topics studied included: choosing the right 

technology, advantages and constraints of each one, keys for proper management, and proper 

lifetime operation. In addition, the possible technological configurations for hybrid power systems 

were identified.  

Finally, an example of an application of mini-grid technologies was developed based on an energy 

consumption analysis of a family house and performed for a hypothetic rural area in Málaga, Spain. 

For this, several study cases are identified. Of these, the most relevant was chosen for further study. 

Later, this study was extrapolated to several houses in order to provide the minimum number of 

houses that make the system efficient and establish a certain power range required for such MG 

systems. 

2.2 Specific 

In order to achieve the pursued goals, the next steps were carefully followed: 
1. A classification of household appliances, dividing them by importance and types: 

a. lightening  
b. warm water consumers (water tanks, washing machine, dishwasher…) 
c. cooking devices (oven, microwave, hob, extractor…)  
d. other appliances (refrigerator, water pumps, etc.) 
 

2. Data collection specific to each appliance, classified with respect to: 
a. the technology itself and components 
b. energy consumption type: movement, heating, loss 
 

3. A table with consumption data according to schedules and working hours was elaborated. 
 
4. All data were compiled establishing three possible cases to develop: 

Case I: highest demand and lowest availability of RES 
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Case II: lowest demand and highest availability of RES 
Case III: average demand and average availability of RES 
 

Of these three cases, Case I was developed for further study as it was the most limiting case, and 
expected to provide useful results.  
 
The MG system design was then refined in order to adjust the results provided by the consumption 
analysis and previous data collection of the area where it was implemented in order to obtain the 
minimum number of houses required to make the system efficient and profitable. 
 
Finally, the MG design was identified so as to answer the following questions: 

-What problem may arise? 
- Is the design reliable? 
- Are there possible improvements? 
- What possibilities exist for broad use of these types of systems?   

2.3 Limitations 

This study did not include a detailed construction design, since the purpose was to compile 

information on MG systems and technologies and present an example of its several possibilities not 

only in rural or isolated houses without main grid connection, but also where main power can be 

supplied.  To this effect, no blueprints or exact development design were developed. 

On the other hand, renewable energy sources are subject to daily and seasonal variability, although 

energy production can be more or less predicted. The main problem of mini-grids is not that part of 

the energy has the characteristic of been renewable but for being non-dispatchable4. 

Photovoltaic Modules have been studied as the main RES technology for the implementation of this 

work due to the fact that small wind or hydro power plants are much more site-specific and suitable 

for fewer locations, not being Málaga the case, cf. Figure 3.  

3 Related Research 
In this mini-grid system study applied to a standard household, there are several major areas to be 

researched prior to the performance of any analysis. These are the available technologies related to 

mini-grid systems implementation such Renewable Energy Systems (RES), energy storages (batteries) 

and diesel generators (gensets). 

Off-grid systems, also referred as a self-sufficient procedure to make power available for rural and 

isolated areas, can offer an efficient solution whether or not there is supply from the main grid. A 

100% off-grid house is able to operate independently of any traditional public utility services. The 

technologies that make this system possible take on different aspects involved in household main 

supplies: ranging from electrical solar and wind power, thermal solar collectors and biomass boilers 

for water heating, to backup devices as batteries or diesel generators.   

                                                           
4
 Dispatchable generation refers to energy sources that can be dispatched at the request of power grid 

operators; that is, electricity available at any time as generating plants that can be turned on or off on demand.  
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3.1 Renewable Energy System (RES) 

Regarding weather limitations, mentioned in section 2.3,  Photovoltaic Modules have been studied as 

the main RES technology for the implementation of this work. The great availability of sun radiation 

existing in Málaga makes PV modules an appropriate system to be implemented and studied. In 

addition, solar PV arrays do not produce emissions or noise as electricity is generated by a 

photochemical process, rather than mechanical devices for absorbing kinetic energy. 

 

The chosen type of PV modules is explained in section 4 according to the advantages and 

disadvantages of each type. Also, the kind and composition of the chosen cells is described in the 

following section regarding the different types of cells presented in appendix 3. 

Naturally, seasons have an influence on PV generation. During the warmer months the insolation is 

higher than in cold months. Similarly, insolation is higher during dry season than during the rainy 

season. The time of day also influences the production profile, with peak production at noon when 

the sun is perpendicular to the Earth’s surface and no production during the nights (IRENA, 2014). 

The most common strategy is to balance the hours the PV system is offline with excess power 

produced during the day stored in a battery. The different assumptions made with respect to the 

data related to seasons, and daytimes are explained in further detail in the following section 4, 

where the worst case is considered as a starting point. For further information on cell material 

properties and types, appendix 3 gives significant data related to these aspects, cf. Table A2 and A3.  

There are two main types of structures in charge of supporting the PV modules: they can be fixed or 

can count with a tracking system which, at the same time, can be mounted on the roof or on the 

ground. Table A4 and Figure A8 in appendix 3 show information regarding this point.  

Figure 3: Location of Málaga in Spain. Average global irradiance (1983-2005). Units [kWh/m2d] 
Source: AEMET 
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Other aspects such as efficiency and performance factors, lifespan and PV market prices5 in the 

market are given in appendix 3, to help take decisions on which PV modules to use during the 

implementation process.  

3.2 Backup system I: energy storage 

Batteries are devices consisting of one or more electrochemical cells that convert stored chemical 

energy into electrical energy. The cells are connected in series and form strings as can be observed in 

Figure A14 , appendix 4.  

In hybrid systems, batteries can function as grid support or for load following. Some aspects as costs, 

lifespan, number of cycles, and types of battery are very important when considering including 

battery storage in a hybrid system, therefore, this has been taken into account and is shown in 

appendix 4. 

In section 4, decisions taken regarding this technology are carefully explained in order to get a better 

understanding of the final choice employed during the system analysis and calculation.  

3.3 Backup system II: generators (gensets) 

In case there is a long blackout for which batteries can no longer supply power, and no electricity can 

be bought, or is desired to be bought from a utility, diesel gensets are used to generate power. This 

technology is studied in appendix 5, where different types of diesel gensets are considered regarding 

their function, cooling system, power rating and mode of operation. 

The decision to purchase a diesel generator will very much depend on the purpose of the generating 

set. Sometimes a generator may be required for standby or emergency usage only. However, if 

power outages occur frequently and/or for long periods of time, it might be worth the added 

investment to source either prime or continuous rated diesel power generators to ensure 

uninterrupted supply of backup power for extended periods of time. Nevertheless, operating a 

standby generator for longer periods than the manufacturer’s prescribed number of operating hours 

in any given period will most likely lead to more frequent breakdowns and faults occurring in the 

unit. 

In the case of MG such as the one presented here, the need for standby/emergency power arises to 

confront a temporary disruption in the primary power supply. Since continuous or prime generators 

have to be running continuously for long hours, they need to be robust enough to handle the heavy 

power loads. Additionally, friction plays an important role in this kind of machinery, since friction has 

to be handled between moving parts for longer periods of time which also leads to sustained heat 

generation. This results in prime generators being more expensive than generators of similar 

capacities used for standby or backup support (Caterpillar, 2005). 

In order to understand the main differences among them, and which type is the most suitable, each 

one is described in detail in appendix 5, Table A16. According to this table, Prime Power (PRP) 

                                                           
5
 General information on prices on the market is given in American dollars, as it was displayed in the primary 

resources employed during the research. That is why, during the economics analysis, American dollars were 
used at the optimization stage, when selecting the precise technology used during the implementation, 
However, manufacturers may be located in USA, Europe or China. 
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generators are the most suitable kind for off-grid hybrid systems due to the fluctuations of loads that 

occur by working in parallel with the PV system. 

4 Implementation 

4.1 Energy in the household 

Two important factors that should be considered are the user’s willingness to be connected and the 

consumption of the electricity appliances that will be used once connected. With this purpose, it is 

important to take into account that the demand varies during the day and throughout the year. 

Domestic users will use more electricity during evenings (for lighting, entertainment, and cooking), 

and reduce their use during the day. The distribution during the whole week and the definition of the 

peak demand are important as they define the maximum capacity that the system has to produce at 

a precise instant. The graphic shown below in Figure 4 represents the typical daily load profile 

 

In order to install the correct production capacity, precise estimates of demand are needed. In a 

simplified way, the demand is equal to the number of users multiplied by the estimated average use 

of electricity per user. 

The most common division for residential building energy consumption is divided in six major 

categories which are: water, lighting, heating, space cooling, space heating, major appliances and the 

miscellaneous electrical load which mostly includes the stand-by modes of devices not in use 

(Burgett, 2014). 

Figure 4: Typical daily load profile.  
Source: https://www.gov.uk/ 
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Lighting and appliances consume the major portion of the household energy as can be seen in Figure 

5 which, at the same time, is divided in several subgroups as shown in Figure 6. These numbers and 

measurements from a 2012 study are expected to change, leading in turn to the need to study the 

impact of economic growth and CO2 emissions on energy consumption as well (Drysdale, 2014), 

(Saidi, 2014). 

 

4.1.1 Data considered in the household energy consumption analysis 

Given that households currently provided with energy saving devices do not still account for the total 

population, this study makes an approach to the average energy consumption on a standard modern 

household, including data of old and new types of devices, e.g. plasma TV as compared to modern 

LED TV. 

A classification has been made considering the most common household appliances in order to 

obtain the average minimum energy consumption per month. The number of devices in a house 

could include a much longer list. To cover this gap, the total energy consumption obtained is 

increased by 5 %, so that a more realistic energy consumption approach is provided. 

To determine the amount of electricity demanded, a summary table with the average consumption 

of household appliances is shown in Table 2 below, where relevant consumption categories for this 

Figure 5: UK annual domestic electricity consumption in 2012 
Source: own elaboration, data from https://www.gov.uk/ 

Figure 6: UK domestic electricity consumption – lighting and appliances in 2012 
Source: own elaboration, data from https://www.gov.uk/ 
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study are chosen, including the type of appliance and its capacity, the estimated time of use, the 

consumption per month and the electricity price in Euros. 

The pricing fees are provided by the main energy supplier in Spain, which is Endesa (ENDESA, 2015) 

and offer two timing fees: 

 Peak hours (from 12:00 to 22:00):  0,173857 €/kWh 

 Valley hours (from 22:00 to 12:00): 0,084996 €/kWh 

As the economic field is one priority in the study, appliances such as the washing machine, 

dishwasher or tumble dryer are assumed to be used on the valley timing price. 

Table 2: Average use and consumption for different devices at home 
Source: http://www.energuide.be/en/ 

Appliance 
Capacity 

[W] 
Use 

Month 
consumption 

[kWh] 

Microwave oven 1000/1500 6 hours/month 7,5 

Combi fridge-freezer 
A+ 

150/200 Continuously 16,8 

Combi fridge-freezer C 200/350 Continuously 42 

Dishwasher 1200 5 times/week 24 

Coffee machine 500/1000 28 days/month (10 min) 3,5 

Cooker hood 70/150 28 days/month (40 min) 2,1 

Hob 1600 3h/day 143 

Electric oven 2000/2500 6 hours/month 13,5 

LCD TV (On) 90/250 
4 hours/day (335 

days/year) 
20,1 

LCD TV (Stand by) 3 Continuously 1,8 

Plasma TV (On) 261/344 
4 hours/day (335 

days/year) 
33,5 

Plasma TV 
 (Stand by) 

3 Continuously 1,8 

LED TV (On) 20/60 
4 hours/day (335 

days/year) 
4,5 

LED TV (Stand by) 0.3 Continuously 0,2 

Low energy  
light bulbs 

12 
5 hours/day (335 

days/year) 
1,7 

Game console 0.02/0,18 
5 times/week for 

1h20min 
0,7 to 5,8 

Halogen lamps 300 W 
5 hours/day (335 

days/year) 
42 

Tumble dryer 2500/3000 2 times/week 16 

Washing machine A+++ 2500/3000 
4 times/week (0,9 

kWh/cycle) 
14,4 

Washing machine B 2500/3000 
4 times/week (1,35 

kWh/cycle) 
21,6 
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Iron 750/1100 5 hours/week 21,7 

Vacuum cleaner 650/800 2 hours/week 5,8 

Flat screen computer 
(On) 

70/80 
20 days/month (4 

hours) 
6 

Flat screen computer  
(Stand by) 

3 Continuously 2,1 

Mobile phone charger 0,005 1 hour/day 0,1 

Low energy light bulbs 12 
5 hours/day (335 

days/year) 
1,7 

Radio alarm 3/6 Continuously 1,7 

Electric shaver 8/12 5 mins/day 0,03 

Back-up heating 
appliance 

1000/2000 30 mins/day 22,8 

Hairdryer 300/600 30 mins/day 0,9 

 

4.1.2 Description of the case study 

Once all the information related to appliances consumption was gathered, the data need to be 

carefully studied to supply the MG system with the requirements and right units of household energy 

consumption. 

A selection of the almost basic and most commonly used household appliances shown in Table 2 is 

used to calculate the amount of daily medium energy consumption; the selection carried out is listed 

below: 

- kitchen: microwave, fridge and freezer, cooker hood, electric oven and lightening 

- living room: TV and lightening 

- utility room: washing machine, iron, vacuum cleaner and lightening 

- office/bedroom: computer and lightening 

- bathroom: hairdryer, shaver and lightening 

It seems important to remark that for the TV and fridge appliances, a medium value of the 

consumption among the available types in Table 2 is employed. Also, lighting is assumed to make use 

of low energy light bulbs.  

4.2 The Mini-grid system preliminary design and analysis 

The first thing to know when an off-grid system is being designed, is the size of the project which is 

strongly associated with the demand dimension. It is very important to know the amount of power 

demanded by the population in the specific site where the project is going to take place. 

Oversizing generation capacity increases the already high capital costs, producing a surplus of 

electricity which is not used. In the case of diesel gensets, oversizing can have a negative effect on 

the generator’s lifetime, as well as a higher fuel consumption rate, as gensets need to run at high 

load factor. Oversized battery banks increase capital costs as well. Therefore, all of this needs to be 

taken in account when deciding which technology to employ.  

Prior to every calculation or component sizing, the system needs to be understood as a whole. This is 

shown in Figure 7 below. 
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4.2.1 Preliminary sizing of the system 

In order to solve the system sizing there are several parameters regarding the different technologies 

that need to be assembled.  

The elements of the system that need to be sized first are the PV array and the backup battery, 

followed by the charge controller and the inverter, and last of all, the genset.  

Regarding the PV array, ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. (Ghafoor, 2014) 

shows the relationships between the different parameters of the system, shown in Table 3 Table 

3(section 5.2.1), that need to be considered in order to estimate the preliminary size for the PV 

panels that are able to satisfy the given demand.  

    
   

                  
  Equation 1 

 

where APV is the required area of PV array in m2 

 Lel is the required electric load in kWh/d 

 Havg is the average irradiation available per day in kWh/m2d 

 ɳPV is the PV panel efficiency in % 

 ɳB is the battery efficiency in % 

 ɳI is the PV inverter efficiency in % 

 TCF Is the temperature correction factor normally taken as 0.4 to 0.5%/C for 

crystalline silicon 

In order to choose the right PV panel, not only the area of PV panels needs to be known, but also the 

peak PV power, which will define the specific PV panel to be employed. (Ghafoor, 2014) shows how 

to obtain this value: 

Figure 7: Structure of a PV-battery-diesel genset off-grid system 
(MPPT: Maximum Power Point Tracker) 

Source: Own elaboration 
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                  Equation 2 

where Ip is the peak solar irradiance6 taken as 1000 W/m2.  

As for the battery storage sizing, the storage capacity of the battery, BSC , is calculated as follows 

Equation 3: 

    
        
        

 Equation 3 

where Nccd is the largest number of continuous cloudy days and Dd is the maximum permissible depth 

of discharge7 (DoD) of the battery.  

Likewise, the battery charge controller should be selected carefully, since it is used to safely charge 

the batteries avoiding and removing the risk of overcharging. Therefore, it is related to a longer 

battery life and must be able to carry a short circuit current from the PV (Ghafoor, 2014).  

As for the inverter, it must be able to handle at least 20% over the total rated power of the required 

AC loads, cf. Table 2 (Ghafoor, 2014). 

4.2.2 Life cost analysis of the designed system 

A life cycle cost analysis of the final off-grid system needs to be performed to be able to draw some 

useful and valuable information from this case study, such as the appropriateness of the system in a 

certain area, or the efficiency of the system for a certain number of users. Therefore, the calculation 

of life cycle cost (LCC), for which results are presented in section 5, is described next. 

The total life cycle cost (LCC)  of PV system includes the sum of present worth of PV modules, storage 

batteries, charge controller, inverter, installation and operation and maintenance cost shown in 

Equation 4  (Ghafoor, 2014). 

                                                           
6
 This concept is explained in appendix 3 Photovoltaic modules 

7
 For further information on this concept see appendix 4 Energy storage (batteries) 

Figure 8: Irradiance in Málaga (1983-2005) 
Source: AEMET 
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                              Equation 4 

where the present worth (PW) of all components is calculated as follows: 

 CPV Initial cost of PV array = unit cost of PV * number of modules * modules peak power 

 CB the initial cost of batteries = unit cost of battery * battery size 

 CB1  2nd group of batteries after 10 years using Equation 5 (Ghafoor, 2014) 

 CC the unit cost * size of charge controller 

 Ci the unit cost of the inverter * size of the inverter 

 Cinst 10 % of initial cost of PV modules 

 Cm the annual maintenance cost (M) and lifetime of the system using Equation 6 

below 

 
The life of the PV modules system is guaranteed at least for 20 years, or even more depending on the 

manufacturer. However, storage battery life is 6 to 20 years. This means that the group of batteries 

may need to be replaced during their first 20 years of life. Consequently, to calculate costs for the 

first 20 years of the full system operation, battery storage initial costs are counted twice in order to 

consider the first replacement of batteries required during this period. 

       (
   

   
)
 

 Equation 5 

where N is  the number of years and i and d, inflation or deflation, respectively.  

The cost of maintenance, Cm, depends on the maintenance cost per year, but also in the inflation, i, 

or deflation, d, occurring over the next years: 

         (
   

   
) [
  (

   
   

)
 

  (
   
   

)
] 

 

Equation 6 

 

To be precise in calculating battery storage and maintenance costs, inflation or deflation which 

occurs in the following 20 years should be estimated. However, looking at the Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) numbers at the National Institute of Statistics of Spain (INE, 

http://www.ine.es/varipc/index.do), no pattern can be found to allow this estimation. For this 

reason inflation and/or deflation have not been considered in this study. It is possible to study the 

efficiency and appropriateness of the system without using these parameters, by taking into account 

the present worth of the elements that compose the system. Therefore, equations 5 and 6 have been 

rejected in this analysis, and only the present worth of the parameters described above is 

considered.  

 

5 Results 

5.1 Demand 

In Figure 9, the chosen devices for the system are presented in function of their monthly 

consumption obtained from Table 2. Summarizing the total consumption all over the month and 
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dividing it by 30 days, the average daily energy demand is obtained as 9.82 kWh/d for a standard 

house composed of 4 family members. 

 

 

Figure 9: One household electricity demand  

             
              

  
            

The demand is the amount of energy that is required by the consumer and needs to be supplied by 

the electric energy system. A cost-efficient design of a hybrid power system must precisely match the 

production capacity and local demand. Unintentional over-sizing of the capacity will result in 

unnecessary costs. 

However, the issue of over-dimensioning has to be carefully considered and addressed right from the 

early design stage. After the first years of electrification, demand is likely to grow, for several 

reasons. First, the improvement of living conditions and the local economy allows users to purchase 

more appliances and new local enterprises may open, bringing about demand increases. Second, the 

number of users is also likely to increase because the electrification benefits have an impact on 

reticent users unconvinced about the technology. New technologies are not always welcomed by 

everyone and the rate of adoption normally follows a bell curve (IRENA, 2014). In addition, villages 

themselves grow and expand. Under-sizing can also result in higher stress on the components, 

unnecessarily lowering their lifetime. In both cases, the levelized cost of energy is negatively 

affected. However, to meet the increase of the demand without compromising the service quality, 

some components of the system need to be intentionally oversized. One common practice to avoid 

sharp increases in system costs is to build in 30% extra capacity, mainly in wiring and batteries 

(IRENA, 2014). The generation technologies can be scaled up afterwards according to the demand. 

Therefore, some elements can be oversized but only when it is studied carefully and a planned 

decision to meet the increase of forecast demand. In case of being unintentional, this will increase 

levelized costs and technologies can be damaged. 
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The hybrid mini-grid has to be prepared to supply all the users’ needs. Education of end-users on the 

uses of electricity is important. Wise consumption can help prevent system blackouts. Consumers 

need to understand that in some situations, for example long periods of low resources, the power 

system cannot support the use of many appliances at the same time. 

5.2 Supply 

After the detailed analysis of different types of technologies presented in appendices 3 and 4, three 

main parameters are considered to select the optimal possible range of these technologies to be 

employed in the system design: the required area of PV array, APV, the PV modules peak power, PP, 

and the battery storage capacity, BSC, which are obtained after the preliminary system design 

explained in section 4.2.1. and are shown in Table 3.  

5.2.1 Parameters considered in the preliminary MG system design 

When sizing the system there are several parameters regarding the different technologies that need 

to be gathered. Therefore, in this section the data required during the analysis of the MG system, are 

displayed in Table 3. Detailed calculation can be seen in Appendix 6 Matlab codes. 

Table 3: System sizing parameters 

Nom Description Unit Value 

PV array 

Apv required area of PV array [m2] 21.84 

Lel required electric load [kWh/d] 9.82 

Havg average irradiation available per day [kWh/m2d] 4.8-5.2 

Epv efficiency of PV panel [%] 15 

Ebatt battery efficiency [%] 85 

Ei inverter efficiency [%] 85 

Tcf temperature correction factor 
% per ºC 

(0.4-0.5 for crystalline 
silicon) 

80 
(assuming 60 ºC) 

Peak power 

Pp peak power [W] 3277 

Apv required area of PV array [m2] 21.84 

Epv efficiency of PV panel [%] 15 

Ip peak solar irradiance [W/m2] 1000 

Backup battery 

Bsc storage capacity of the battery [kWh] 33.98 

Nccd largest number of continuous cloudy days d 2 

Lel required electric load [kWh/d] 9.82 

Ebatt battery efficiency [%] 85 

Ei inverter efficiency [%] 85 

Dd maximum permissible depth of discharge of [%] 80 
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the battery 

 
Knowing the required area of PV modules, APV= 21.84m2, the peak PV array power, P9, can be 

calculated and equals 3277W. This data, together with the battery storage capacity BXC= 33.98 kWh, 

give the preliminary information to start searching the best technology to apply in this case.  

Although all three parameters may be crucial, in this case, the most relevant is the battery storage 

capacity, since in terms of the PV array area, this project has no space restrictions. 

5.2.2 The MG system design 

Regarding the PV technologies in the market, modules of the “Solarworld” brand in Table 4 have 

been chosen based on the following aspects: 

- high efficiency regarding value for money 

- good life cycle and adequate Wp   

- low output loss rate with temperature compared to others 

 
Table 4: selected PV modules parameters  

(Source: Solarworld AG) 

Designation Name 
Materia

l 
Wp ɳ (%) 

modules/

pallet 

$ / 

pallet 
$/unit 

PV1 Sunmoduleplus MONO 285 17 30 11250 395 

PV2 
Sunmoduleplus  

PRO XL 
MONO 315 16.03 21 6590 335 

PV3 Sunmoduleplus PRO POLY 250 14.91 - - 250 

 
According to appendix 4, the most suitable type of battery for grid support is Lithium-ion and 

sodium-sulfur battery. However, sodium-sulfur batteries are used for systems greater than 10 Mw, 

which is not the case. On the other hand, lead acid and lithium-ion batteries are widely employed for 

smaller systems. Although, li-ion may be a mature technology for small mobile applications, in 

electrical grid applications, it is still developing. Despite the increased cost, they have a longer 

lifetime and better efficiency. While lead acid batteries are better used to deliver short high current 

bursts, they use corrosive substances and should never be discharged below 20% of their rated 

capacity, which makes them need more maintenance. As both have advantages and disadvantages in 

off-grid systems, both types have been considered during the selection, as can be seen in Table 5 

below. 

Table 5: Batteries selected for the analysis  
(Source: Universal Power Group, Rolls Battery Engineering, Smart Battery) 

Designation Composition Brand [V] [Ah] ɳ (%) [$] 

B1 AGM  UPG 24 200 80 841 

B2 Flooded LA Surrette 24 1284 80 4414 

B3 Li-ion Smart battery 12 300 99 3500 

 
In order to know the number of batteries needed, the following equation, Equation 7 is applied: 
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Equation 7 

This selection has been carried out paying attention to several aspects, such as: 

- high DOD and high number of cycles 

- good performance in off-grid support  

- good charge and discharge rate 

- good efficiency Vs value for money 

- performance to high temperature exposure 

- Initial cost vs. lifetime 

 
Inverters and charge controller employed have been chosen based on their power range and 

efficiency, and are displayed in Table 6. 

Table 6: Inverters selected for the analysis  
(Source: PVPower, YIY Eyen Company) 

Designation Brand Model [W]  ɳ [%]  [$] 
MPPT 

incl. 

Nr. 

Houses 

I1 Eyen 
HPV-

12000W 
12000 0.95 3000   1 

I2 PVPower PVI13 10-15000 0.958 8658   1-2 

I3 PVPower PVP30 30000 0.93 23365   3 

I4 SatCon PVS50 50000 0.93 27432   5 

 
In the case of charge controllers or MPPT, no extra expenses are required since the selected inverters 

include the charge controller device. 

Ultimately, gensets need to respond to with the given peak load per day in case of many continuous 

cloudy days and therefore the main aspects to consider when choosing them were the load to supply 

and their costs or present worth.  

Table 7: Diesel gensets selected for the MG design (Source: Generac) 

Designation Brand Model 
Standby 

[kW] 
Prime [W] [rpm] $ 

Nr. 

Houses 

G1 Generac SD010 10 9 1800 17134 1 

G2 Generac SD020 20 18 1800 18568 1-2 

G3 Generac SD040 40 36 1800 19895 3-4 

G4 Generac SD050 50 45 1800 20791 5 

 
After reducing the great number of technologies offered in the market to a number that can be 

controlled, different combinations of them can be analysed.  

5.3 The life cost analysis 

Tables 4 to 7 give the present worth of the different technologies to be used in the life cost analysis. 
Therefore, after performing several combinations of these technologies, cf. appendix 6, the 
combination of PV3-B2 has been selected for being the most suitable economically speaking. Table 8 
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summarizes the value of the terms required for this calculation regarding the combination 
mentioned above for a 20-year lifetime of the whole system. 
 

Table 8: Life cycle costs 

CPV PV3 3250 $ 

CB B2 17656 $ 

CC + Ci I1 3000 $ 

CDG G1 17134 $ 

Cinst 0.2* CPV 650 $ 

Cm 0.02* CPV* 20 years 1300 $ 

LCC CPV + CB + CC + Ci + CDG + Cinst + Cm 42990 $ 

 
As can be seen in Table 8 above, the single highest investment is due to battery storage units and 
their replacement costs for at least 20 years, the second highest cost is the purchase of the diesel 
genset able to give supply for an entire house. The PV system expense reaches 15 % just under the 
total costs. However, none of the components of the whole system can be overlooked, since each of 
them is essential for the correct functioning of the MG system and to ensure the necessary supply.  

5.4 Evaluation of the MG system 

The purpose of this section is to gather all the data and results obtained together in order to know if 

the system is amortizable in its first 20-year lifetime. As it was mentioned before, Endesa is the main 

electricity supplier in Spain, and their fees vary depending on the time of the day in which electricity 

is used, being 0.151791 €/kWh during peak hours (12:00-22:00) and 0.0720224 €/kWh at valley 

hours (22:00 – 12.00). 

Therefore, using the assumptions made and explained in section 4.1, Table 9 is obtained.  

Table 9: Monthly expenses of a house connected to the main grid 

Appliance Consumption kW/h per month Costs [€] 

Microwave 7.5 1.3 

Refrigerator/fridge 29.4 1.53 

Cooker hood 2.1 0.365 

Electric oven 13.5 2.347 

Hob 143 24.86 

TV 20.63 3.586 

Washing m. 18 3.129 

Iron 21.7 3.77 

Vacuum cl. 5.8 1.008 

Computer 8.1 1.4 

Shaver 0.003 0.0005 

Hairdryer 0.9 0.156 

Illumination 24 4.17 

   TOTAL PAYMENT 
 

41.56 

 

To these monthly variable expenses, fixed tariffs need to be added; these vary depending on the 

maximum output power. According to Endesa each user with a power demand lower than 10 kW 

must pay 3.083185€/kW per month just for being connected to the national grid, no matter whether 
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power has been consumed or not.  This together with the variable costs makes a total expense per 

month of 72.39€ = 41.56€ + 3.083185€/kW * 10kW. Naturally, taxes imposed on electricity are not 

included and account, according to the government, for a 5.1127% of the consumed energy plus the 

subscribed power (under 10kW). Therefore, the final monthly cost, electricity taxes included, rises to 

76.09 €. Finally, VAT (Value-Added Tax) accounts for a further 21% of the final energy cost in Spain; 

consequently, 92.07 € is the final price for a house with 10 kW of subscribed power, cf. Table 10. 

In order to know the total annual expense, the monthly amount is multiplied by 12 months which 

results in 1104.84 €/year.  

Table 10: Total monthly costs of electricity in Spain 

Item Tariff to apply [€] 

10kW Power subscribed 3.083185€*Subscribed kW/month 30.83185 

Energy consumption kWh consumption/month 41.56 

Electricity tax 5.1127% of total energy 3.7 

Total Energy kW subscribed + kWh consumed + electricity tax + VAT 76.09 

VAT 21% of total energy 15.97 

Total monthly expense  92.07€ 

 

As the LCC analysis has been performed in American dollars, to keep the international currency the 

annual electricity expense is converted from € to $8: 1202.64€*1.14435 = 1264.32$.  

Considering the combination of PV panels and batteries that requires the lowest expense for a 

lifetime of 20 years, the amortization in years is calculated as follows: 

                       
                   

                      [
 
  ]

 
     

       
          Equation 8 

 

As the purpose of this study was to verify that a MG system for a single house could be amortized in 

20 years, it can be stated that the system’s lifetime insufficient as it requires almost 14 additional 

years.   

Due to the lack of time, the number of houses needed in order to satisfy the 20-year amortization 

period has not been calculated. However, as a starting point for future work, the LCC and 

amortization in years for a MG system composed of 5 houses has been considered as shown in Table 

11. 

Table 11: Results for a MG system composed of 5 houses 

Combination results Units PV3+B2 

PV array area (Apv)      109.6 

Peak power (Pp)     16343.31 

Storage capacity of battery (Bsc)       156.57 

Number of PV - 66 

Number of batteries - 5 

                                                           
8
 Data for currency conversion retrieved in May, 2015, from  Bank of America website: foreign exchange rates.  
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PV area      110.66 

PV cost     16500 

Batteries cost     88280 

Installation costs (20% PV cost)     3300 

Maintenance costs (2% PV cost)     6600 

Inverter cost (I3)     27432 

Genset cost (G3)     20791 

TOTAL LIFE COST     153003 

  

Using Equation 8 with the LCC of the MG system composed of 5 houses, and dividing the total costs 

by the number of payers (5) gives an amortization time of 24 years: 

                  
                   

                                     
 
  
 
 

      

         
            

As can be observed above, the number of years to amortize the system has decreased considerably, 

which indicates that the MG system can still be refined to achieve the initial goal. Therefore, it can be 

stated that the number of houses required to make the system amortizable in 20 years be more than 

5 houses, but not many more, since the payback time for a group of 5 houses stands at less than 25 

years. 

6 Discussion and Conclusions  
The purpose of the project presented here was to analyze a mini-grid installation composed of PV 

arrays as the source of energy, batteries as the energy storage and backup, and diesel generators as 

ultimate backup system. This was accomplished and a further analysis was performed in order to 

have a broader perspective in terms of the number of houses that may turn the mini-grid system in a 

good option for houses even within reach of the main grid. 

The life cost analysis results show that the entire system requires 34 years to be completely 

amortized for a stand-alone house. Although it does not succeed in the expected 20-year lifetime 

amortization, it has not been rejected the use of a MG system for a single house for several reasons: 

- Amortization cannot only be regarded in years and the monetary expenses implied but also 

in terms of comfort and satisfaction; 

- The design may be payable in terms of comfort through the complete independency of 

supply and not subjected to future tariffs changes; 

- The design may be payable by means of satisfaction and being able to help decrease the 

carbon footprint in order to preserve our existence and protect the planet´s limited 

resources. 

In addition, during the next decade power demand is expected to rise by 19% and the current 

infrastructure has the capability to increase its productivity by only 6% (Gudi, 2012). This means that 

not only rural and isolated areas can benefit from hybrid MG systems, but other locations already 

connected to the main grid may benefit. 
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For this reason, some governments such the UK (https://www.gov.uk) 2010 to 2015 through its 

government policy on low carbon technologies, offer financial incentives to those who decide to 

invest in RES. However, other governments such as Spain, are planning on imposing what many call 

“the sun tax”. This idea seems to be driven by the fear of an uncontrolled growth of PV power and 

the need to end the electricity rates deficit. In fact, this might be one of the reasons that may 

threaten the profitability of RES even in the south of Spain, with its high sun irradiance, for instance. 

However, this new tax would apply mainly to RES which are gridtied; consequently, the popular “sun 

tax” becomes the “backup toll” from the government perspective. Not yet implemented, the sole 

fear of its deployment is avoiding the proliferation of energy efficiency measures linked to home-

consumption whether related to the sun or not (Díaz, 2014).  

In Spain, and particularly, our city of Málaga, located in the south of Spain where there is such a high 

solar irradiance, this study intends to offer an evaluation of hybrid RES to serve as an example of how 

MG systems are worth their implementation for a single house or few houses.  

This paper shows there is a way of helping the environment while being supplied by power from RES 

technologies currently at the market with little fear of making a failed investment. The former main 

grid system where the role of society was seen as merely passive end users needs to evolve by letting 

them become active suppliers, for the benefits of the society and environment. 

7 Future Work 
Due to lack of time, it has not been possible to study the number of houses that could make the full 

system amortizable within a 20-year lifetime.  

However, the main variation on the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) analysis will focus on the purchase of a 

larger generator and higher capacity inverters and MPPT devices. This will reduce overall costs, 

although other measures can also be considered.  

Anyhow, as an starting point for future work this work begins by extrapolating to 5 houses obtaining 

satisfactory results. Therefore, next step would result in giving the exact number of houses that 

accomplish the amortization within the first 20-year lifetime of the system. 
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Appendix 1 Division of Labour 
Independently of whom did what, all tasks listed below have been reciprocally supervised and not all 

tasks required the same amount of time to be accomplished. Some of them needed to be discussed 

first, while others were carried out straight away.  
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Tasks Carmen Javier 

Abstract ***  

Background ** * 

Problem statement * ** 

Overview ***  

Approach (general) ** * 

Approach (specific) * ** 

Limitations ***  

Related research ***  
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Results: Demand * ** 

Results: Supply ** ** 

Life cost  analysis ** ** 

Evaluation of the system ** * 

Conclusions&Discussion ***  

Future work ** * 

Gantt chart  ***  

WBS ***  

Meetings with supervisor  *** 

Peer Review 1 ** * 

Peer Review 2 * ** 

Peer Review 3 ***  

Intro Presentation  * ** 

Mid-term presentation ** ** 

Final presentation ** ** 

Report format ***  
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First, the research of information was planned to take around 3-4 weeks, however, it was present 

along the whole development of the project since even the selection of precise technologies required 

the research and examination of documents with technical specifications. 

Second, the midterm presentation layout was completed without any preliminary results which had 

to wait until the beginning of April to be obtained. Moreover, the MG system design took longer to 

be completely developed, which also delayed the procurement of the final results. 
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Appendix 3. Photovoltaic Modules (PV modules) 
Photovoltaic (PV) systems are a combination of elements designed in order to supply usable energy 

from the sun using a semiconductor device called a photovoltaic cell.  

The standardized parameter to classify the power is called Peak Power and represents the maximum 

power that the photovoltaic module can deliver under the standard conditions mentioned below: 

 Solar radiation of 1000 W/m² 
 Cell temperature of 25 °C (no room temperature). 

The curve that describes the solar radiation along the daily hours is presented further below in Figure 

A5. 

The amount of solar energy received at a specific location is called irradiation, and this factor 

determines the output of the PV generator. Solar resources are universally available at any location 

with higher values closer to the Equator. Although performance is site-dependent, as a rule of 

thumb, 1 kWp installed will produce more than 4 kWh per day. An example of the power which can 

be generated by a PV system according to the hour of the day is represented in Figure A6. 

Types of PV technology 

PV systems are formed of photovoltaic arrays which are composed of photovoltaic modules and each 

module is structured in several cells. A photovoltaic system for residential, commercial, or industrial 

energy supply makes also use of:  

 Mounting/racking systems 

 An inverter to convert the DC power produced by the modules into AC that can power lights, 

motors, and other loads. If the system includes batteries, the PV generator will normally be 

connected to the batteries through a charge controller. 

 Electrical wiring and interconnections  

Regarding the manner panels can be arranged, the following classification may be done: 

Photovoltaic array: composed of a group of solar panels or photovoltaic modules which are gathered 

together on a mounting system to form de array.  

Figure A6: PV system output according to 
daytime.  
Source:  Darren Scott Report 

Figure A5: Solar radiation along day hours 
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Photovoltaic modules: several cells are gathered together connected in serie and assembled into a 

protective weather-proof enclosure resulting in a photovoltaic module or solar panel due to the low 

voltage of an individual solar cell (typically ca. 0.5V). Each panel can have a peak capacity from 80-

200 W, depending on size and technology. 

PV cells: this electronic device allows the conversion of solar energy (photons) into electricity 

(electrons) when the sunlight strikes the cells which are formed by a thin plate made of 

semiconductor material (commonly silica). An example of a PV cell during its manufacturing process 

can be observed in ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. shown below. A typical single 

cell, with an area of around 75 cm2 when is well lit can produce a potential difference of 0.4V and a 

power of 1W. 

Cells that compose PV panels have normally circular shape with a maximum diameter of 10cm 

although there are also square cells, semi-circular cells, hexagonal cells, a quarter of circle, etc. Many 

times the use of these types of cells, like the quarter of circle, is due to specific requirements of the 

current desired to supply. The high cost of the semiconductors lead to use as reduced thickness as 

possible, provided that electrical and resistance properties are kept.  

Apart from the shape of the cell, the material of those should also be studied. Here, the most 

common materials used for photovoltaic cells are presented (Tobajas Vázquez, 2011). A summary of 

the different possible materials is shown in Table A2 Table A2: Cells materials and propertiesbelow. 

Table A2: Cells materials and properties 

 Performance Costs Availability Thickness Health issues 

Silicon   Abundant <20µm - 

Gallium Arsenide Ga As ↑ ↑ Limited  >2µm - 

Cadmiun Sulfide S Cd ↓ ↓   - 

Cadmiun Telluride CdTe     ↑↑ 

 

Silicon is the most used material as it is very abundant in the Earth. For this material, another 

classification inside should be considered. There are three main types of photovoltaic solar panels of 

silicon: monocrystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon, and amorphous silicon also called “thin film”. 

The main aesthetical differences can be observed in Figure A9. 

Figure A7: PV cell during manufacturing process. 
Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/ 

 

Figure A8: Tracking system for PV modules 
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Nowadays, monocrystalline PV and polycrystalline PV are the most common and they account for 

approximately 93% of all modules sold globally in large and small-scale systems. Amorphous silicon 

accounts for approximately 4.2% of the global market sales. The differences among these 3 are 

displayed in ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. Table A3 below. 

Table A3: Main types of PV solar panels made of silicon (Tobajas Vázquez, 2011) (Patel, 1999) 

 Monocrystalline Polycrystalline Amorphous 

A
d

va
n

ta
ge

s 

Very good performance Good performance Works with a diffuse low light 
even in cloudy days 

Large number of manufacturers 
available 

Cheaper to produce 
than monocrystalline 

Cheaper than mono and 
polycrystalline cells 

Not as much loss of perfomance 
with heat as in polycrystalline cells 

  

D
is

ad
va

n

ta
ge

s 

High cost as it requires more time 
and energy to form them 

Less performance than 
monocrystalline cells 

Decreasing performance with 
aging 

 Greater loss of 
performance with heat 

Fragile 

A
p

p
lic

at
io

n

s 

Where installation area is limited, 
gives maximum electrical output 
for the installation area available 

When a larger surface 
area is available as it is 
less expensive 

Used in calculators and low 
drain devices 

Residential and commercial 
properties 

Residential and 
commercial properties 

 

 

 Figure A10 and Figure A11 below show the composition of the layers of the crystalline cells.  

Figure A9: Types of silicon cells 

Figure A10: Crystalline (mono and poly) module 
layers. Source: 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/ 

Figure A11: Amorphous PV cell and its layers.  
Source: http://electronicdesign.com/power-sources 
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There are two main types of structures in charge of supporting the PV modules: they can be fixed or 

can count with a tracking system, c.f.Figure A12, which, at the same time, can be mounted on the 

roof or on the ground. 

Fix racking systems: This system remains fixed, for this reason a large study of their orientation to 

squeeze the most of their ability to produce electricity must be performed when installing them. 

Tracking systems: A solar tracker is a mechanical device capable of orienting the solar panels so that 

they remain approximately perpendicular to the sun, following the sun from the east at dawn to the 

west at sunset. Depending on the tracking system, the panel is either oriented directly to the sun or 

to the brightest area of a partial cloudy sky. Trackers highly improve the early morning and late 

afternoon performance, what increase the total output power produced over a simple system in a 

20-25%. Trackers are effective in regions that receive a large portion of sunlight directly. In diffuse 

light (cloud or fog), tracking has little or no value. However, they increase the cost of the project 

significantly. Therefore, it should be carefully analysed if they are profitable or not. 

 

 
Likewise, regarding where the system is mounted, again a new classification can be done: 

Roof mounting system: PV systems are situated on the roof of buildings or homes. It is the most 

economical method for homeowners since no additional structures are required for mounting the 

solar panels other than the roof itself. The conditions for this system to be the most suitable are: 

 Roof facing south. 

 No significant obstructions to sun exposure on the roof: nearby trees, buildings, hills, or 
mountains.  

 Either roof obstructions that could interfere with panels installation:  sky lights or chimneys. 

 Adequate amount of room in the roof for installation of solar panels 

 It is preferred the added security provided by having the solar panels up on the roof rather 
than on the ground. 

It is possible that the size of the solar system that can be installed on the roof may be limited due to 

lack of space, in case of being interested in generating a certain amount of solar energy. 

Figure A12: Fixed vx. Tracked Arrays.  
Source: http://www.homepower.com/tracker-types-features 
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Ground mounting system: In a ground installation, a frame is built for the solar cells with an optimal 

angle facing the correct orientation. It can be built out of galvanized steel or aluminium, and it counts 

with a concrete foundation. The suitability of this system is displayed in Table A4. 

Table A4: Suitability of the ground mounting system 

A
d

va
n

ta
ge

s More scope and lower cost to install than a sun tracking system 

Ability to operate a manual seasonal tilt adjust system 

Normally, in rural settings, there is much more space on the ground than on the roofs and 
larger systems can be installed 

Cells are easier to clean and maintain 

D
is

ad
va

n
ta

ge

s 

Urban settings often do not have the available land space 

Aesthetic aspects 

Solid foundations and concrete footings will need to be built to provide stability in storms and 
high wind 

Monetary expenses on installation due to cost of frame, foundation and footings 

A
p

p
lic

at
io

n
s 

 Lack of available space on the roof or a large  system to install 

Poor roof orientation 

Poor sun exposure on the roof due to shadows 

To install a sun tracking system for maximum sun exposure 

Good availability of sun exposed land 

 
Pole mounting system: the PV modules are strung together using poles. This system has very similar 

characteristics to the ground mounted systems. 

Operation process 

A semiconductor is a material in which the links of electrons with their atoms are not too strong 

either too weak; thus, they have the suitable energy that make possible the breaking of links when 

photons crush with them. In a semiconductor exposed to light, a photon of energy is stripped off an 

electron creating a hole in the excited atom. Normally, the electron rapidly finds another hole to refill 

it, and the energy provided by the photon therefore is dissipated as heat. The principle of a 

photovoltaic cell is to force the electrons and holes move toward the opposite side of the material 

rather than simply recombine in it: then, a potential difference will occur and consequently tension 

between the two sides of the material, as in a stack. 

For this purpose, a permanent electric field is created by a p-n junction between two doped layers 

respectively, p and n. Therefore, cells are composed of layers made of semiconductor of types ‘n’ and 

‘p’. In silicon cells, which are mainly used, the semiconductor used is placed in: 

 The top layer of the cell, composed of ‘n’-type semiconductor and doped with a pentavalent 

element, e.g. phosphorus, therefore providing an excess of electrons, cf. Figure A13. 

 The lower layer of the cell composed of doped silicon layer p, with an average amount of free 

electrons lesser than a layer of pure silicon by replacing some of the atoms of an intrinsic 

semiconductor by atoms with fewer valence electrons than the silicon semiconductor, usually 

trivalent, e.g. boron, , cf. Figure A13. 
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At the time of creation of the p-n junction, the free electrons of the n layer enter the p layer 

instantaneously and recombine with holes in the ‘p’ region. The whole forms the “Space Charge 

Zone” (and there is an electric field between the two semiconductors, from ‘n’ to ‘p’. This electric 

field only allows flow in one direction, the electrons can move from the ‘p’ to the ‘n’ region but not in 

the opposite direction and the holes can only move from ‘n’ to ‘p’ (Tobajas Vázquez, 2011). A clarifier 

scheme is presented in Figure A13: General scheme of PV cell components.  

Source: http://www.hhvsolar.com/solarenergy_overview.phpFigure A13 above. 

Efficiency and performance factors 

A) Efficiency 

The efficiency of a solar cell is the percentage of power absorbed by the panel converted into electric 

energy when the solar cell is connected to an electric circuit. This term is calculated with the ratio 

between the maximum power, Pm, and the product of the irradiance, I (W/m²) which is the light that 

arrives to the cell, and the surface area of the solar cell, Ac (m²) under standard conditions (25 ºC and 

1000 W/m2). 

  
  
     

 
 

 

Eq. 1 

Under these conditions, a typical solar cell of 100 cm2 with a efficiency of 12% is expected to produce 

a power of 1,2 W. In other words, a PV cell is said to be efficient or have a high performance when it 

requires less installation area than others to supply the same amount of energy. 

B) Performance factors 

The theoretical performance of a silicon solar cell for a solar radiation of 100 Mw/ cm2 is around 22%, 

however in practice the performance is far away from this theoretical value, going from a 12% to a 

15% in the best case (monocrystalline silicon cell). Hereby, some factors that contribute to the solar 

cell performance decrease are described in : Performance factors¡Error! No se encuentra el origen 

de la referencia.: 

Table A5: Performance factors.  Source: http://energyinformative.org/ 

 Temperature Shades Orientation Surface soiling 

P
ro

b
le

m
 

Higher temperatures 
make the voltage lower 
across the cell.  

A little shade on one 
panel can shut down 
solar production on all 
the other panels 

> In summer: sunlight 
caught at a lower angle 
> In winter: higher 
angled needed 

Light cannot be absorb 
as effectively in solar 
cells covered with dirt 
or pigeon droppings  

Figure A13: General scheme of PV cell components.  
Source: http://www.hhvsolar.com/solarenergy_overview.php 
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(connected in serie) 

Heat can reduce the 
output by 10 to 25%. 

 Solar panels must be 
adjusted twice a year. 

 
So

lu
ti

o
n

 

Allowing air circulation 
cooling by mounting the 
system a few inches off 
the roof  

Shading analysis to make 
sure no shadows fall on 
the solar panel array 
during peak sun hours 

Study the cost of adjust 
the panel twice a year Vs 
the power wasted by not 
having the exact right 
position 

Regular wash 
depending on the 
location, tilt angle, 
electric rate and cost 
of cleaning them 

Locate inverters and 
combiners in a shaded 
area behind the array 

   

Light-coloured materials    

Lifespan 

The rated power output of solar panels typically degrades at about 0.5% / year. The lifespan of a PV 

solar panel is considered around 25 years, although with proper maintenance it can be extended.  

Thin-film solar panels (a-Si, CdTe and CIGS) degrade faster than panels that are based on mono- and 

polycrystalline solar panels. Although solar PV panels have a long lifespan their yield gets slightly 

reduced over time, which is why the economic analysis should incorporate this parameter across the 

project timeframe.  PV panel manufacturers generally guarantee  90%  of  initial  performance  after  

10  years  and  80%  after  25  years.  Therefore, the 25-year standard solar panel warranty means 

that power output should not be less than 80% of rated power after 25 years 

The de-rating factor of PV modules, which is usually between 75% and 90%, represents the losses 

due to high operating temperatures of the modules, shading, cable losses, etc., being 80% a correct 

value for warm locations Table A6 presented below shows how fast solar panels degrade/lose their 

efficiency. 

Table A6: : Efficiency loss rate 

Solar cell type Amorphou
s silicon 

(a-Si) 

Cadmiun 
telluride 

(Cd T) 

Copper indium 
gallium selenide 

(CIGS) 

Monocrystalline 
silicon 

(mono-Si) 

Polycrystalline 
silicon 

(poly-Si) 

Output loss (%/year) 0.87 0.4 0.96 0.36 0.64 

PV prices in market 

The cost of the PV system (Total: modules, inverters, wiring, protections and mounting structures), 

including installation, are considered in the range 1800-3300 $/kWp. The O&M costs are in the range 

50 -70 $/kW per year. In order to have a general idea of prices depending on their characteristics, 

Table A7 below is presented and organized according to PV modules peak power. 

Table A7: Efficiency loss rate 

 Wp Type ɳ Dimensions Price ($) 

Kyocera 20 W Polycrystalline ≈ 11 % 0,52m x 0,35m 320 
Conergy 30 W Polycrystalline ≈ 10 % 0,38m x 0,65m 210 
Kaneka 60 W Amorphous-slim film 7 % 1m x 1m 360 
Kyocera 65 W Polycrystalline ≈ 11 % 0,75m x 0,65m 790 
Jumao 130 W Polycrystalline 13,5 % 1,4m x 6,5m 638 

Conergy 170 W Monocrystalline 13,3 % 0,8m x 1,5m 1.350 
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Isofoton 210 W Monocrystalline 12,7 % 1m x 1,65m 1.940 

Sanyo 210 W Monocrystalline 16,5 % 0,8m x 1,5m 2.080 

Rec 220 W Polycrystalline 13,3 % 0,95m x 1,65m 2.130 

Appendix 4 Energy storage (batteries) 
A battery is a device consisting of one or more electrochemical cells that convert stored chemical 

energy into electrical energy. The cells are connected in series and form strings as can be observed in 

the ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.Figure A14 below. Then, the strings are 

connected in parallel and form the battery bank.  

 

In hybrid systems, batteries can function as grid support or for load following. Some aspects as costs, 

lifespan, number of cycles, types of battery are very important while considering including battery 

storage in a hybrid system. 

Useful definitions in storage system control  

The different terms related to storage systems that are essential for the full understanding of the 

system are displayed in Table A8 below. 

Table A8: Useful definitions related to storage system control 

State of charge 
SOC 

> fraction of the total energy or battery capacity that is present in the battery.  
> gives the ratio of the amount of energy presently stored in the battery to the 
nominal rated capacity 

Depth of 
discharge DOD 
(inverse of SOC) 

> Fraction of the battery capacity that can be used from the battery and will be 
specified by the manufacturer.  
> In many battery types, the full energy stored cannot be withdrawn without 
causing serious, and often irreparable damage to the battery.  

Number of cycles > Cycle Life (number for a specific DOD) – The number of discharge-charge cycles 
the battery can experience before it fails to meet specific performance criteria. 
> It is affected by the rate and depth of cycles and by other conditions such as 
temperature and humidity. The higher the DOD, the lower the cycle life. 

Grid support 
battery 

> Only used as a support for the grid when there is a peak on demand or an 
decline on demand. 
> The most suitable type of battery for this purpose is Lithium-ion and sodium-
sulfur battery. 

Load-following 
battery 

> It is generally delivering power to the grid, considered as another generating 
element of the system as PV systems, wind turbines or genset. 
> The most suitable type of battery for this purpose is Lead-acid battery. 

 

Figure A14: Scheme of battery bank of 3 strings with 8 cells each and some real battery 
banks 
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Fundamental parameters for the storage definition 

The fundamental metrics used to define a storage technology for most electricity grid systems 

defined by (IRENA International Renewable Energy Agency, 2014) have been gathered: 

 

a. Energy storage capacity [kWh or Ah]: 

 Amount of energy that can be stored at a given time [kWh] assuming an operating voltage (V, 

where kWh = V × Ah / 1,000). The useful energy capacity is often less than the stated total 

reported by the manufacturers.  

 Specifications of the SOC or the DOD should be followed in order not to deteriorate the 

battery since over discharging some technologies (in particular, lead-acid batteries) can 

shorten their lifetime. 

b. Charge and discharge rate [kWh or Ah]: 

 Measures of power (kW) or current (A) indicating the rate at which energy is added/removed 

from a storage system assuming an operating voltage (V) where kW = V × A /1,000 which 

indicates the maximum current or power at which the battery can be charged or discharged, 

c.f. Figure A15 below. 

 These rates are not constant all the time for many technologies and will change depending 

on how much energy is in storage and how long power has been continuously 

removed/added to storage.  

 The charge rate is lower than the discharge rate for most technologies. 

c. Lifetime [cycles, years, kWhlife]:  

 It  is measured  in  number  of  cycles 

 Depends on the DoD reached at every cycle: the deeper the battery is discharged at each 

cycle, the shorter its lifespan. It also depends on parameters related to the way they are 

operated and to external conditions, in particular the ambient temperature.   

 To reach an optimal battery lifespan, a large enough battery to achieve a suitable DoD and 

SoC has to be installed.  Considering the battery cost (around 20%  to 30%  of total system 

Figure A15: Rates of different storage technologies.  
Source: Irena report ”Electricity Storage and Renewables for Island Power” 
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cost)  it  is  reasonable  to  design  the  battery  bank  and  its  operating  conditions  to  last  

for  six years minimum. 

d. Roundtrip  efficiency [%]: 

 A percentage that indicates the energy loss due to the fact that every storage technology will 

require more energy to be charged than the one that can be discharged. 

 affects the costs of storage: a more efficient storage system requires less electricity to store 

the same amount of electricity supplied than a less efficient storage system. 

e. Inicial capital costs [$/kW, $/kWhcap, $/kWhlife]: 

 depend on many factors, so it can vary significantly from one system to another.  

 Factors mentioned above include system size, location, local labor rates, market variability, 

intended use of the storage system, local climate, environmental considerations and 

transport/access issues.  

 Its installation can involve additional costs commonly called balance-of-system (BoS) costs 

that can have a large impact on the total system cost (from 100% to 400% more than the 

storage technology alone). BoS costs are commonly composed of safety equipment (e.g. 

fuses, current fault protection), inverters/ rectifiers, system controllers, remote monitoring 

equipment and supplemental sensors; although the equipment required will vary 

considerably, depending on the specifics of the electricity system (IRENA International 

Renewable Energy Agency, 2014). 

 Units for comparing technologies costs:   

o prices per amount of power that the storage can deliver [€/kW] and costs per amount 

of energy capacity [€/kWh cap]. 

o the capital cost of the battery  divided by the total expected lifetime energy 

throughput [€/kWh life] when it is desired that the cost is referred to the entire 

lifetime. The lifetime cost of storage indicates the expected additional cost for each 

unit of electricity stored. 

f. Operating costs[$/MWh, $/kW x yr]: 

 referred to operation and maintenance of the batteries (O&M)  

 include several aspects as how often the storage equipment is used, ambient temperatures, 

handling of the equipment, adherence to the recommended maintenance schedule, quality 

of installation, protection from overcharging, protection from over discharging, the rate at 

which the equipment is cycled and the quality of the storage equipment (IRENA International 

Renewable Energy Agency, 2014). 

Types of batteries 

In this section, a synthesis of different storage technologies has been done based on the Irena report 

called “Electricity Storage and Renewables for Island power”. 

- Lead Acid batteries are explained in Table A9 
- Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are explained in Table A10 Table A11 
- Flow batteries are explained in Table A12 
- Flywheels batteries are explained in Table A 13 
- Pumped hydro storage is explained in Table A 14 
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Table A9: Characteristics of Lead Acid batteries 

LEAD ACID BATTERIES (AKA: “Starting batteries”) 

Description / 
Applications 

- Automobiles: starting and lighting 
- Reliability at small cars: golf carts, telecom centers 
- In facilities everywhere for emergency lighting 

Not suitable for 
electricity supply 
systems 

- Designed to deliver short high-current bursts for cranking the engine and 
frequently discharge only a small part of their capacity. 

- Known as deep-cycle batteries, designed to be able to discharge a large 
amount of energy in one cycle, since they have a high useful energy capacity 
relative to their actual energy capacity. 

Types Wet cell 
batteries 

- use distilled water as part of its electrolyte, 
- the distilled water has to be replaced on a regular schedule (typically about 

twice a year).  
- They must also be oriented upright to prevent spilling electrolyte. 
- Less expensive than VRLA batteries. 

VRLA 
batteries 

- require less maintenance and are less sensitive to non-upright orientations 
than wet cells. 

Lifetime factors Should never be discharged below 20% of the rated capacity and under normal 
operation should never fall below a 50% DoD (given by manufacturers).  

The capacity decreases if power is pulled out quickly and the useful storage 
capacity is much less than the nominal storage capacity reported by 
manufacturers. 

Each time the battery is cycled the positive plate inside a lead-acid battery is 
corroded and its thickness directly relates to battery life.  

Also depends on how the battery is charged and discharged. For instance, 
overcharging can shorten battery life. 

High ambient temperatures will also shorten battery life.  
Batteries designed for solar energy applications  will lose  between 15-20% of 
their  lifespan  for  each  5°C  above  the  standard  temperature  of  25°C.  

Other 
requirements 

- A charge controller to properly manage the battery’s state of charge. 
- To employ a skilled technician who performs routine maintenance tasks 

 
Table A10: Characteristics of Lithium-ion batteries 

LITHIUM-ION (LI-ION) BATTERIES 

Description / 
Applications 

- Where size and weight need to be minimized, that is why they have been 
widely used over the past decade for mobile applications 

- At a high level they provide excellent weight-to-energy and weight-to-power 
ratios and slow self-discharge loss when not in use. 

Suitability for 
electricity supply 
systems 

- For small mobile applications, Li-ion may be considered a mature technology 
but in electrical grid applications, Li-ion is still developing 

- If overcharged or overheated, it can rupture and, in some cases, explode. 
Consequently, protective circuitry and fail-safe mechanical protections are 
typically included with them. 

Lifetime factors They have more consistent charging and discharging characteristics than lead 
acid batteries, and can handle deeper discharges from their nominal capacities 
with less impact on lifetime 

The exposure to high temperatures can also shorten a Li-ion battery’s expected 
lifetime 

They usually cost more upfront but have longer lifetimes 
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Table A11: Characteristics of Sodium Sulfur batteries 

SODIUM SULFUR BATTERIES (NaS) 

Description / 
Applications 

- Based on the reaction between a sodium (Na) electrode and a sulfur (S) 
electrode 

- They have a high energy density, high efficiency of charge/discharge (80–
90%) and long cycle life, and is fabricated from inexpensive materials 

Suitable for 
electricity supply 
systems 

In large grid applications and more specifically for grid stabilization (to stabilize 
intermittent renewable production in large grids) or support to the grid by 
preventing voltage fluctuations and momentary outages. 

Other 
requirements 

- Requires high temperatures (roughly 300°C) for the reaction to take place, 
and the chemicals involved are corrosive 

 

Table A12:  Characteristics of Flow batteries 

FLOW BATTERIES  

Description / 
Applications 

- Composed of two main elements: Electrolytes (positive and negative) 
and a cell stack which contains the anode and cathode in charge of 
producing the energy using the charge difference between them. 

- Depth of Discharge (DoD) of 100% meaning that they can be fully 
discharged without damaging the equipment so the operational range of 
their storage capacity is wider 

Suitability  for 
electricity supply 
systems 

- The system can have the storage that precisely meets one’s size needs. If 
more capacity is needed due to changes in the making-decision process, 
this capacity can be increased in many cases. 

- Remarkable by its low energy density 

Types Vanadium 
redox (VRB) 

- more expensive cell stacks but less-expensive electrolyte than the ZBB. 
- Many estimates show the VRB electrolyte  will last longer than 100 years 
- marketed to larger utility customers 

Zinc bromine 
(ZBB) 

- marketed toward small-to-midsize systems 

Lifetime factors  low lifetime costs of storage compared to other technologies 

Other requirements high capital costs that can become cost-effective due to the long expected 
lifetime and low operational costs 

 
Table A 13: Characteristics of Fly Wheels batteries (FES) 

FLY WHEELS BATTERIES  (FES) 

Description / 
Applications 

- use a large, heavy, rotating wheel to store energy by accelerating a rotor 
(flywheel) to a very high speed and keeping the energy in the system as 
rotational energy which is converted into kinetic energy for storage. 

Types High-power - store and release large amounts of power for very short periods of time. 

Long-
duration 

- still in early research and development and are not commercially viable. 
- suitable for reducing ramp rates from intermittent renewable 

technologies, such as solar and wind, improving system stability. 

Other requirements Most FES systems use electricity to accelerate and decelerate the flywheel, 

but devices that directly use mechanical energy are being developed. 
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Table A 14: Characteristics of Pumped Hydro storage 

PUMPED HYDRO STORAGE 

Description / 
Applications 

- consists on pumping water from one reservoir to another reservoir at 
higher elevation. The water is then fed back to the lower reservoir 
through a turbine to capture the potential energy that was stored in the 
water. 

Suitability  for 
electricity supply 
systems 

- appropriate only for systems that have a large swing between peak 
electrical demand and low electrical demand, typically for large, 
mainland grids with demand greater than 1,000 MW. 

- highly site-specific 

Other requirements - only cost-effective for very large amounts of storage 
- There needs to be an available source of water, and the geology of the 

area will necessarily impact the capital expenditure. 

 

According to the type of battery, Table A15 summarizes some of the most important parameters 

described in this appendix. 

Table A15: Parameters of different storage technologies 
[Source: IRENA report "Electricity Storage  and  Renewables  for  Island  Power”] 

 Lead-acid 
batteries 

Li-ion 
batteries 

NaS 
batteries 

Flow batteries Fly-
wheels 

Pumped-
hydro 

 
 

Applicable grid 
system size  
[kW-MW] 

≤10 MW ≤10 MW ≥100MW 25kW-10 MW 100kW-
200MW 

≥200 MW 

Usefull storage 
capacity 

kWh per battery 

0,5-10  0,5-10  400 20-50  1-25  Highly site 
dependent 

Charge rate 
[kWh per battery] 

1-1,5  0,2-2  50 5-20 100-300 5MW to 
4.000+ MW 

Discharge rate 
[kWh per battery] 

0,5-2  0,5-10  50  5-25 100-300 5MW to 
4.000+ MW 

Life-time  Years 3 - 10 10 -15 15 Cell stack:5-15; 
electrolyte: 20+ 

20 25+ 

Cycles 500-800 2.000-
3.000 

4.000-
40.000 

cell stack: 
1.500-15.000 

>100.000 >50.000 

Energy 
[kWh] 

100-7.500  1.000-
30.000 

1.000.000-
1.500.000 

Cell stack: 
75.000-300.000 

N/A N/A 

Roundtrip 
efficiency [%] 

70%-90% 85%-95% 80%-90% 70%-85% 85%-95% 75%-85% 

Capital cost per 
discharge power 

[$/kW] 

$300-$800 $400-
$1.000 

$1.000-
$2.000 

$1200-$2000 $2000-
$4000 

$1000-$4000 

Capital cost per 
capacity [$/kWcap] 

$150-$500 $500-
$1500 

$125-$250 $350-$800 $1.500-
$3.000 

$100-$250 

Levelized cost of 
storage 

[$/kWhlife] 

$0.25-
$0.35 

$0.30-
$0.45 

$0.05-$0.15 $0.15-$0.25 N/A $0.05-$0.15 

Annual operating 
costs [kW-yr] 

$30 $25 $15 $30 $15 $5 
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Appendix 5 Diesel generators (gentsets) 
A diesel generator, also known as genset, is the combination of an electrical generator and an engine 

that together form a single piece of equipment. In addition a fuel supply, a constant engine speed 

regulator (governor) and a generator voltage regulator, cooling and exhaust systems, and lubrication 

system are also parts of engine-generators. They can be found in a wide range of power rating. In 

order to suit the load that will be connected the generator voltage (volts), frequency (Hz) and power 

(watts) ratings are selected. 

Although diesel generators are rarely the lowest-priced option in the long run, they have commonly 

been used in rural electrification for years typically ranging from 1kW to several hundred kW 

capacity, depending on the load demand and on the capacity of the RETs in the hybrid energy 

system. Gasoline is used as a fuel for the smaller sizes, under 5 kW, while larger-capacity generators 

rely on diesel fuel; natural gas (LPG), oil or biofuels are also used in some engines. 

Within hybrid power systems, the main advantage of diesel gensets is their dispatchability. Gensets 

improve the quality of service and the security of supply as they are able to balance the intermittent 

production of RETs. For instance, gensets will be working when renewables are not generating or 

when the battery reaches a low Stage of Charge (SoC). However, it is very important to bear in mind 

that the provisioning of fuel can be an arduous task in rural areas. Moreover, in isolated villages fuel 

reserves and management have to be considered carefully in order to calculate the amount needed 

to drive a truck to a city and bring more fuel. For example, a genset will consume at best 0.3 to 0.4 

litres of diesel fuel to generate 1 kWh of electricity. Yet, diesel gensets in hybrid energy systems are 

smaller and need to produce less energy, in other words their fuel consumption is not so high.  

In cases where battery is part of the hybrid configuration, an AC/DC converter is needed since 

Gensets normally supply AC power and can be connected directly to the distribution feeder bus bar. 

Types of diesel gensets 

The following chart, Table A16, summarizes the different characteristics of gensets according to 4 

different classifications regarding their function, the cooling systems employed, the power rating, 

and the most relevant one, the mode of operation. 

Table A16: classification of diesel gensets according to different 
Source: (Caterpillar, 2005) 

Classification Subtypes  Description  

1.Function Contractor and 
industrial 
generators 

- large size 
- designed to deliver great deal of power for a long time span 
- often used in construction sites 

Domestic diesel 
generators 

- smaller size and shorter output 
- mostly used as backups  

2. Cooling 
system 

Air-cooled  need air-intake system 

Water-cooled - need extra system to allow water flow around the engine + 
radiator 

- more durable than air-cooled 
- more maintenance needed 

3. Power rating Very wide range from 3 000 W to run power tools 
to 30 000 W for an entire restaurant 

4.Mode of Continuous - To operate continuously or for extended periods of time 
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operation 
(according to 
ISO standards) 

Power 
(COP) 

with a consistent load 
- Designed to run at a 100% of its capacity 
- No overload capability sustained 

Prime Power  
(PRP) 

- To operate for long durations at variable load 
- Can provide full nameplate rating for a period of time 
- Wider efficiency rate 

Limited Time  
running Power 
(LTP) 

- Maximum of 500 hours/year(300 hour/year without 
interruption) 

- Maximum load factor: 70% 
- Overload capability not sustained 

Emergency  
Standby Power  
(ESP) 

- To run only in a backup situation 
- Duration of normal power interruption with no overload 

capability sustained 
- 70 % output 
- Varying loads for a short period of time 
- 50-200 hours/year 

Operation process 

Diesel generators use mechanical energy to force the movement of electric charges present in the 

wire of its windings through an external electric circuit. This flow of electric charges constitutes the 

output electric current supplied by the generator. A general scheme of the different components of a 

generator is displayed in Figure A16. 

  

Efficiency 

The efficiency of gensets is related to the rated power, load factor at which the genset is operating 

and the fuel consumption. 

It is known that diesel gensets should not operate with a load factor lower than 30%. This means that 

they should not be producing less than the 30% of their rated power. The efficiency of a diesel genset 

increases when operating at high load factor since the fuel consumption per kWh produced is less at 

a high load factor. This can be observed in the example displayed in Table A17. 

Figure A16: main components of a generator 
Source: http://www.dieselserviceandsupply.com/How_Generators_Work.aspx#.U-iwFPl_uLA 
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Table A17: Example of prime and standby gensets characteristics 
(Source: Caterpillar y cummins data sheets) 

 Rating 
(kw) 

Load factor 
(Fraction-%) 

Load  
(output power) kw 

Flow 
(Gph) 

Fuel consumption 
(L/hr) 

Standby 140 1/4 25% 0.25*140=35kw 3 13,6 

1/2 50% 70kw 5,4 24,6 

3/4 75% 105kw 7,3 33,3 

Full (rated 
power) 

100% 140kw 9,1 41,3 

Prime 128 1/4 25% 32kw 2,7 12,3 

1/2 50% 64kw 5 22,7 

3/4 75% 96kw 6,8 31,1 

Full 100% 128kw 8,4 38,4 

 
Therefore, the efficiency of a genset operating at a higher load factor (100%) is greater than the 

efficiency of the genset operating at a lower load factor (50%) because the first one consumes less 

liters of fuel to produce the same power, 1kWh, as can be seen in the efficiency curve for a 72 kW 

genset in Figure A17, below. 

Lifespan 

The lifetime of a diesel generator is in hours around 15,000-25,000 hours. In hybrid energy systems, 

the strategy is to use as little fuel as possible to reduce the expenses and maximize the lifetime of the 

generator, ideally to 20 years and more. When gensets need to be used, they should run on high 

capacities not to reduce the lifetime of the generator (load factor > 30%). 

The reduction of gensets’ use has not only advantages for the cost and availability of fuel resources, 

but environmental benefits as well. Gensets’ motors not only produce CO2, but also generate local 

air pollution and noise. The less diesel generators are used, the less fumes will be produced from 

burning fuel. In addition, special ventilation measures should be taken when constructing the 

generator building or power house. 

Indicative costs of diesel generators 

The average cost of the generator is considered to be in the range of 650-1000 $/kW. The hourly 

O&M for new gensets are usually between 0.025-0.035 $/h per kW. The replacement cost is usually 

between 230 and 280 $/kW (www.generac.com). 

Figure A17: 72 kW genset efficiency curve 
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Appendix 6 Matlab code for preliminary sizing  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  PV array size  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%  Apv = required area of PV array [m2] 
%  Lel = required electric load [kWh/d] 
%  Havg = average irradiation available per day [kWh/m2d] 
%  Epv = efficiency of PV panel [%] 
%  Ebatt = battery efficiency [%] 
%  Ei = inverter efficiency [%] 
%  Tcf = temperature correction factor normally taken as _0.4 to _0.5% per ºC for crystalline silicon  
%  The battery and inverter efficiency is generally taken to be 85% and 90%,respectively. 

  
%data input% 
Lel = 9.82; 
Havg = 4.79; 
Epv = 0.167;  %preliminary assumption 
Ebatt = 0.85; %preliminary assumption 
Ei = 0.85; 
Tcf = 0.80; 

  
%equation for Apv% 
Apv = Lel/(Havg*Epv*Ebatt*Ei*Tcf) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Peak power calculation   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%  Pp = peak power [W] 
%  Apv = required area of PV array [m2] 
%  Epv = efficiency of PV panel [%] 
%  Ip = peak sola rirradiance [W/m2] 

  

  
%data input% 
Ip = 1000; 

  
%peak power% 
Pp = Apv*Ip*Epv 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   Backup battery sizing    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
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%  Bsc = storage capacity of the battery 
%  Nccd = largest number of continuous cloudy days 
%  Lel = required electric load [kWh/d] 
%  Ebatt = battery efficiency [%] 
%  Ei = inverter efficiency [%] 
%  Dd = maximum permissible depth of discharge of the battery 

  
%data input% 
Nccd = 2; 
Dd = 0.8; 

  
%battery capacity 
Bsc = (Nccd*Lel)/(Ebatt*Ei*Dd) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   sizing of the charge controller    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
%The battery charge controller is employed in PV system to 
%safely charge the batteries and remove the risk of overcharging the 
%batteries. This device also helps in maintaining the long life of the 
%batteries. The charge controller should be selected carefully so that 
%it must be able to carry short circuit current of the PV array. 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   sizing of inverter    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
%The inverter is selected in such a way that it must be able to 
%handle the maximum expected power of AC loads. Therefore, it 
%must be selected at least 20% higher than the total rated power of 
%the required AC loads(Table2). 
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Appendix 7 Results chart  

 

 

Items  Nom Units PV1/B1 PV1/B2 PV1/B3 PV2/B1 PV2/B2 PV2/B3 PV3/B1 PV3/B2 PV3/B3 

PV array Area  APV m2 19,23 19,23 15,53 20,43 20,43 16,50 21,92 21,92 17,72 

Peak power  PP W 3268,66 3268,66 2641,34 3268,66 3268,66 2641,34 3268,66 3268,66 2641,34 

Battery storage capacity  BSC kWh 31,31 31,31 25,30 31,31 31,31 25,30 31,31 31,31 25,30 

Number of PV modules NPV - 12 12 10 11 11 11 13 13 11 

Number of Battery banks NBat - 7 1 7 7 1 7 7 1 7 

Area of PV module  Amod m2 20,12 20,12 16,77 21,62 21,62 21,62 21,80 21,80 18,44 

Battery cost for 20 años CB $ 17661 17656 49000 17661 17656 49000 17661 17656 49000 

PV array cost CPV $ 4740 4740 3950 3685 3685 3685 3250 3250 2750 

Inverter & MPPT cost CI+CC $ 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 

Diesel genset cost CDG $ 17134 17134 17134 17134 17134 17134 17134 17134 17134 

Maintenance cost (2%  CPV ) Cm $ 1896 1896 1580 1474 1474 1474 1300 1300 1100 

Installation costs (20% CPV ) Cinst $ 948 948 790 737 737 737 650 650 550 

LCC CT $ 45379 45374 75454 43691 43680 75030 42995 42990 58499 
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